Seclusion
The ultimate form of sophisticated travel
From the moment you open the rear doors of the Volvo XC90 Excellence, you enter a world of sophistication. Where your senses are rewarded and your comfort guaranteed. Whether you work or relax, the XC90 Excellence takes care of every need. This is first-class travel, designed and built in Sweden, by Volvo Cars.
India’s first T8 plug-in hybrid engine with 400 HP (312 HP from petrol engine and 88 HP from electric).
Plug-in hybrid technology without compromise.

A mode to suit every journey.
“A superlative environment for relaxed comfort or business.”

THOMAS INGENLATH
Senior Vice President, Design
This is a four-seat car designed the Volvo way. We’ve taken the same two front seats and placed them in the rear – because we wanted to make the experience of travelling in the XC90 Excellence truly special. The calm feeling you get in a Swedish lounge, where materials and design work in harmony to create the highest levels of comfort.

Our reclining seats will massage, heat and cool you, and we’ve built the cabin to be as silent as possible. So when you and your guest arrive at your destination you’re as fresh and relaxed as when your journey started.

“The best rear seat experience available in a luxury car.”

THOMAS INGENLATH
Senior Vice President, Design
A concert hall sound experience, in your car. Premium Sound by Bowers & Wilkins.
Handmade crystal glasses. Crafted in Sweden by Orrefors.

Enjoy a taste of Sweden every time you travel. We commissioned Swedish crystal maker Orrefors to craft our exclusive glasses, cup holders and gear lever, using traditional glass-making techniques. The crystal is blown and cut by hand and echoes the unique diamond pattern used on the leather seats and the controls. With a large fridge, heated and cooled cupholder and foldable tables the XC90 Excellence is like sitting in your very own private members club.
In Sweden, clean air is a way of life, not a luxury.

Breath through Clean Zone Climate System with an integrated ionic air cleaner.
A sanctuary.
A place to unwind.
Meet. Socialise. Relax.
The Volvo XC90 Excellence.
EXTERIOR
- Bright decor door cappings
- Dual integrated tail pipes
- Fuel operated heater
- Heated windscreen washers
- Inscription grill
- LED headlights with automatic bending
- Lower door moulding with Excellence logo
- Panoramic sun roof with power operation
- Unique rank mark

INTERIOR
- 3-spoke heated leather steering wheel
- Additional sound insulation
- Compass
- Deco inlay in linear Walnut
- Divider between passenger compartment and luggage compartment
- Inlay mats, front and rear, with Excellence logo
- Ipad holders
- Key fob in leather with logo
- Material upgrade:
  - leather covered hardback and map pocket
  - Nubuck textile headliner
  - grab handles and sunvisors in leather
  - stitches on instrument panel and door panel in contrast colour (only in charcoal interior)
- Rear middle console in leather with:
  - wood deco surfaces
  - ambient light on sides
  - comfortable armrest
  - illuminated storage
  - two tables
  - illuminated crystal cup holders
  - cup holder with heating/cooling
  - storage on sides
- Refrigerator in rear with illumination and dedicated place for the glasses
- Tread plate "Volvo" metal illuminated
- Two crystal glasses
- USB, 12 V, 220 V in rear tunnel console

SEATS
- Footrest for rear seat passengers
- Front headrest with Excellence logo
- Fully specified 6-way electrically adjustable front comfort seats also in rear
- Increased rear legroom
- Nappa leather upholstery with massage function
- Rear headrest with increased comfort and Excellence logo
- Rear seat controls, same as front seat

AUDIO AND NAVIGATION
- Premium sound audio by Bowers & Wilkins
- Added B&W surround loudspeaker in rear middle position
- Navigation - Pro
- Subwoofer

CLIMATE
- CleanZone (AQS with pre-vent at unlocking)
- Electronic climate control, 4 zone
- Ionic air purifier

SUPPORT SYSTEMS
- 31.24 cm (12.3 inch) driver display
- 360-Degree camera with bird’s eye view
- 10.92 cm (4.3 inch) rear touchscreen for steering of:
  - rear seat heating
  - rear seat ventilation
  - hot and cold for cup holder
  - length and recline of front passenger seat and visual feedback for massage & lumbar functionality
- Adaptive Cruise Control
- Collision warning and mitigation support
- Drive mode settings
- Graphical head up display
- Lane departure warning
- Lane keeping aid
- Park assist pilot
- Road sign information

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT
- Grocery bag holder
- Load cover, automatic
- Power operated tailgate

WHEELS
- 53.34 cm (21 inch) inscription 10 spoke turbine polished allow wheels
- Pirelli Noise Cancellation System (PNCS)
- Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

CHASSIS
- Air suspension, 4 corner
- Four-C chassis

POWERTRAINS
- T8 Twin Engine AWD – Plug-In Hybrid with 2.0 14 petrol (supercharged and turbocharged,) and electric motor

Please note: Some of the information in this leaflet may be incorrect due to changes in product specifications that may have occurred since printing. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes at any time and without notice, to prices, colours, materials, specifications and models.